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THE BRAND NEW York Times bestseller! More than two dozen psychiatrists and psychologists present
their consensus look at that Trump's state of mind presents a clear and present risk to our nation and
specific well-being.This is not normal.. Constrained by the American Psychiatric Association’s “Goldwater
rule,” which inhibits mental health professionals from diagnosing public figures they have not individually
examined, many of those qualified to answer this query have shied from discussing the problem at all.His
madness is getting, too.In THE DANGEROUS CASE OF DONALD TRUMP, twenty-seven psychiatrists,
psychologists, and other mental health experts argue that, in Mr. It’s in his. They then explore Trump’s
symptoms and potentially relevant diagnoses to locate a complicated, if also dangerously mad, man.Philip
Zimbardo and Rosemary Sword, for example, explain Trump’s impulsivity when it comes to “unbridled
and great present hedonism.” Craig Malkin writes on pathological narcissism and politics while a lethal
blend. From the trauma folks have experienced beneath the Trump administration to the cult-like features
of his fans, he has created unprecedented mental health implications across our country and beyond.
Lance Dodes, on sociopathy. Robert Jay Lifton, on the “malignant normality” that may set in everyday
lifestyle if psychiatrists usually do not speak up. The general public has hence been still left to wonder
whether he's mad, poor, or both. Gail Sheehy, on a lack of trust that exceeds paranoia."There will never
be a publication published this fall more urgent, important, or controversial than The Dangerous Case of
Donald Trump. Trump’s case, their moral and civic “duty to warn” America supersedes professional
neutrality.It’s not all in our heads.Since the start of Donald Trump’s presidential run, one question has
quietly but urgently permeated the observations of concerned citizens: What's wrong with him?.profound,
illuminating and discomforting" ?Costs Moyers
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The Truth About Trump From a Psychological Perspective Most discerning Americans know Trump is a
narcissist who mixes lies with delusion, slanders openly, and moment to moment will need to have the
spotlight fired up him, even if it means, for example, undercutting his Secretary of State Tillerson and
potentially dragging the world into a war in service to his ever-faltering self-esteem.Lee's book has been
written by one of the better that psychiatry/psychology have to offer. The authors are deeply moral
experts who see through the glass obviously, something we don't get often enough from mental health
professionals.What's most awesome approximately *The Dangerous Case of Donald Trump* is that most
of what is written here bands true. The authors present concepts I was not familiar with such as those
relating to Trump’s relationship with time. While I feel similarly offended politically, this is just what
critics will call attention to in discounting the reserve all together. thinking forward about the harm his
comments may cause."You know the answers these authors all reach from the name. Some journalists
and pundits have got convinced themselves, and tried to convince us, that Trump’s Tweets and various
other interference's are strategic, meant to provide him “wins”. they chose well. It is presented objectively,
permitting the reader to attain his or her very own conclusions about the deeply disturbed man now
wielding enormous power in the White colored House.Trump’s presidency is certainly a threat to your
democratic republic, our freedoms, our values, and for the spiritually-inclined, our very souls. I am
grateful to these courageous authors for doing what they can to save America and the globe from
Trump’s toxicity. History will look kindly on them; The authors here confirm that this simply isn't so. It is
up to each folks to do what little we can to protect what we have here in an era of vulnerability as a
deranged head tears at the fabric of our nation in service of his emotional needs. It can only get worse. A
blunt, informative, courageous look at President Trump's psychology by 27 experts You already know a
whole lot concerning this book just from the title. What got my attention right away was that it's not
really written by one person like the vast majority of the books about Donald Trump. Instead, it is a
collection of essays by 27 different psychology specialists, whether functioning psychologists or
psychiatrists. A lot of it is expected “e.What motivated the choice to make these insights public?g “a
present hedonist” who cares not what came before, or exactly what will arrive after, but no more than
what’s happening today and how exactly it affects him. Herman and Lee: "the public trust can be violated
if the profession fails in its duty to alert the public when a one who holds the power of life and death over
us all shows signs of apparent, dangerous mental impairment." Given the energy at his order, they believe
that the mental wellness of the president should reach least as very much scrutiny as that of other citizens.
and so on. Because of this, they experience that they must honor their "duty to warn" the general public
of the danger he poses, (just because they have a specialist "duty to warn" if an individual is a danger to
himself or others.)Because the president shows up unwilling to undergo a genuine physical
examination--much less a mental health one--these professionals can give the public insights predicated
on the unusually plentiful record of Donald Trump's open public actions, comments and also tweets. As
both applicant and president (and also during the years before), Trump was a person who sought the
limelight and whom the media found fascinating and worth extensive insurance coverage.N. Although
these psychologists haven't examined him, they have a whole lot of real-period observations to work with,
and also so many available written interviews, content articles and books, many in Trump's own words.In
addition they feel that, as professionals, they can address a few of the questions the general public has
about the behavior and comments of the president, including,"Is this unusual but normal? All these
phrases to express the fact that the President is a egomaniacal narcissist right out of the textbook. We are
witness to his in-the-instant orientation in his attachment to Twitter. I refer to Trump as the Jerk-In-Chief.
it’s a wonderful reference guide to explain the really screwed up behavior Trump shows daily. A function
of great substance and relevance I strongly recommend this publication. "Donald Trump: Is normally (a)
Poor, (B) Mad, (C) All of the Above)"; "Why 'Crazy Such as a Fox' versus 'Crazy Just like a Crazy' Really



Issues' 'Cognitive Impairment, Dementia and POTUS"; They have figured Donald Trump has a serious
character disorder and is certainly a danger to the united states. Stupd Book, Total Garbage How in the
hell does some random panel of psychiatrists get off making a medical diagnosis of Trump? Definitely
Narcissistic!Tyranny as a Triumph of Narcissism".There is also a chapter about the 25th amendment. And
a bottom line by Noam Chomsky. One non-psychologist who provides an interesting chapter is definitely
Tony Schwartz, who wrote The Art of the Deal with Trump. In 2016 Schwartz donated his help the
Clinton campaign for free as "penance" for writing the reserve that brought Trump to the general public
attention and helped mythologize him. It's something Schwartz offers regretted ever since, even donating
the 2015-2016 arises from it to charity. It's scary.)The writers have different designs, but generally include
a wealth of real-life illustrations and write in a way that avoids jargon. On the face of it, it could seem that
Trump's supporters wouldn't want to have anything regarding this book. However, it's not a left-wing
hatchet job; it's professional psychologists analyzing the President of the United States in his activities and
comments. If anything, it seems more important for his supporters to learn and believe about all of this
than it would be for his critics (even if Trump supporters find yourself rejecting its conclusions, are going
to well-educated on why so many people feel that method). Consider. "Sociopathy"; Great publication! I
couldn't put it down. The authors have got enormous credibility, experience and understanding. The
insights they provide into Trump's mental state and personality are interesting and shocking. Although I'm
fairly well-read and well-educated on psychiatry, psychology, history and current occasions, much of the
information presented was not used to me. The materials on malignant narcissism is especially powerful.
The delusion that Trump offers some top secret wisdom leaves us in danger of pursuing Trump down the
rabbit hole to our personal destruction.Some psychologists reveal the effect of a president like this on the
American open public. There is a military guy generally hanging around with the "football" keeping the
nuclear codes.. 27 well known therapist came together to write this book while a Duty to Warn the
general public of the Hazards of Donald Trump in workplace. Unfortunately there are a at least a couple
which seem to be light on professional observation and large on political problems. Unlike many of us
who consider the near future impact of our activities, Trump responds in the moment, to assuage his ego
requirements vs. Generally tho, it is an excellent description and explanation of his makeup. Written by
many of the most respected psychiatrists and psychologists in the us Having earned a B. I wrote in my
own candidate. in Public Psychology and doctorate in Organizational Behavior myself, trust me: the
authors of the chapters that comprise this publication include many of the most extremely esteemed
psychologists and psychiatrists in the globe. A "Must Read" for Americans who care about our country's
future, it is written so well even laymen will quickly grasp what it has to say. Psychosocial Insights into
Trump’s Personality Pathology This is one of the best reads i’ve had all year, for this paints a detailed
picture of the pathology that afflicts our current Preidient, as defined by a panel of psychiatrists and
psychologists meeting at a Yale symposium. You are inferior. Here's a sample: "Unbridled and Great
Present Hedonism", "Pathological Narcissism and Politics: A Lethal Blend"; These folks are all
experienced and are so concerned about the mental health of the President of america they are violating
the spirit of the ethical guidance from their professional organizations--namely, never to analyze the
mental wellness of someone you have never examined.g malignant narcissism” but also much if you ask
me is new (e. This controversial decision is usually explained first by Drs.) The rap on the book originates
from academic doctors who cite the Goldwater guideline, which says you shouldn’t diagnose a person’s
pathology unless you’ve examined them directly. I’m an academic and can assure you usually. The
contributors in the publication consider that argument on straight, and cautiously qualify their diagnoses
based upon the behavior they see from afar. In addition they argue that Trump is the most effective
person in the world with his finger on the nuclear key. If we are all alive in January 2021 and the globe is
intact, we could have dodged an extremely big bullet..understanding his pathology “trumps” all other



concerns. "How a President Freezes Curing and Promotes Crisis", "In Romantic relationship with an
Abusive President', and "Who Goes Trump? And Dangerous! The majority of the essays/submissions in
this book on Trump's mental health have become sound with lots of examples from his behavior. They
felt it important they share their experience in what they possess observed in the behaviors , movies,
tweets, and discussions of Trump himself with others. I really believe that it is not too essential what
analysis he has, though it is apparent to even probably to actually Trump himself that he is Narcissistic
But the real issue is that he is dangerous to the security of this country due to specific personlaity traits he
has exhibited. Learning about the man that sits at the top in workplace! His mannerisms are so like Benito
Mussolini, therefore the image. I received it from Amazon yesterday and have nearly finished reading it. If
We Only Knew Sooner We rated "The Dangerous Case of Donald Trump" 4 Stars because of the book's
importance, since it relates to focusing on how flawed the country's system of qualifying leadership is.
Trump Won - Get Over It There exists a lot narrative here that a lot of people may use as an end to
insomnia if they buy the audio version of the book. Or could it be something that should make me
worried, even afraid? We know that. A more interesting narrative would have been their remarks on why
this occurred. This book is not speaking to the common citizen. They are speaking to their peers and their
academic egos are flaring. I will bet the ranch non-e of these voted for Trump. And rather than answering
the issue of why some individuals they may understand voted for Trump, they hold you in contempt.
Certainly, I made a list of the personality disorders described for him and keep in on my mobile phone;
Millions held their noses and voted for Trump. He's laughable - which is what occurred at his U.A.
However they each take a different focus within their individual chapters. I like that they are professional
Dr's, totally respect their views. Some like me would rather die. He was also very accessible, very
quotable and much quoted. speech. He's also dangerous when he perceives his image of himself is being
tarnished. He's like a rolling hands grenade with the pin removed. A valuable and unique contribution to
the literature about the Trump presidency. The complete premise of the book is so ludicrous and
laughable that it’s scary that people would actually take this drivel seriously. Schwartz's chapter can be
titled, "I Wrote The Art of the offer with Donald Trump: His Self-Sabotage Is certainly Rooted in His
Recent" and considers his rigorous father and early lifestyle in some way gave him the theory that
everything in life is either a achievement or a failure--and he can't accept failure.
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